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Housekeeping
■ Download slides at https://go.oceg.org/responding-to-rapid-shocks-applying-

lessons-learned-and-shifting-to-a-proactive-erm-strategy
■ Answer all 3 polls 
■ Certificates of completion 

(only for OCEG All Access Pass holders)
■ Evaluation survey at the close of the webinar
■ Find the recording on the OCEG site at https://go.oceg.org/webinar-

recordings

https://go.oceg.org/responding-to-rapid-shocks-applying-lessons-learned-and-shifting-to-a-proactive-erm-strategy
https://go.oceg.org/webinar-recordings


Learning Objectives
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■ Discover how to identify both weak links and 
successful tactics from your response to the 
COVID-19 pandemic and other major crises

■ Develop tangible solutions to address the 
weak links and build on the things that went 
well and can be utilized across the 
enterprise

■ Learn how technology can support your 
future efforts in bolstering your ERM 
program to proactively prepare for rapid 
shock events



a. Yes, I have an All Access Pass, and I would like to receive a Certificate of Completion for 
this event

b. Yes, I have an All Access Pass, but I do not need a Certificate of Completion

c. No, I do not have an All Access Pass, but I would like to get one and receive CPE credit 
for this and future webcasts I attend

d. No, I do not have an All Access Pass and I don’t want to buy one at this time (so I won’t 
get CPE credit for this event) 

Poll 1
Do you have an OCEG All Access Pass (a paid membership) and would you 

like to receive CPE credit for this event? 
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Our imagination is outrun by reality…
…Prepare to be unprepared

1992: Hurricane Andrew
Major brokers’ response hampered by personal issues of individuals on
claims team

2001: 9/11
The modeled “probable maximum loss” for World Trade Centers: 
3 stories destroyed

2020: COVID-19
Did anyone expect a national or global lockdown?



How do your business continuation plans 
bend or twist to cope with reality, when 
your imagination falls short of reality 
that is unfolding in real time



Evaluating “Show Stopper” Risks to an Organization

One global organization’s business mission organized around 
risk management:

Every executive must maintain his/her own succession plan

Every senior executive must periodically list the top SIX risks facing the organization

Risk/compliance group formulates corporate strategy for responding to the risks:

o Avoidance

o Prevention/Mitigation

o Management

o Transfer



Risk Cataloguing Results

Typical 
Risks 
Cited

Cyber Event

Natural/
Manmade

Catastrophe

Industry
Sector

Regional
or

National

Govt/Reg/
Political
Action

Risks virtually never cited:
An event or situation that affects
everybody at the same time



Purpose of Risk Management/Insurance

If we face a major challenge or catastrophic event, do we have plans 
that will enable us to continue to execute on our business plan?

Loss mitigation

Insurance

Redeployment of workforce

Repurposing of capital infrastructure

Cost-cutting plans



Given that Global Pandemic fails to meet the 
usual, classic textbook tests as to what is an 
insurable risk…



Will Global Pandemic

ever be covered again?
Will we and our governments 

respond to the next

pandemic the same way, 

or differently?

Federal backstop 

program, a la TRIA?



What can we do right now



Potential Recovery

• Do we have grounds to pursue a 
COVID-19 insurance claim?

• Access to Federal or State relief 
money? (Or has that ship sailed?)

• Protecting rights under claims-
made policies



Reclaiming Liquidity

Updating underwriting exposure data

Consolidating purchases of excess insurance 
capacity

Re-evaluating coverage limits purchased



Future Preparation

Update,

Restructure,

Expand your underwriting exposure data



A. Disruption of supply chain

B. Unavailability of workforce (i.e., considered non-essential)

C. Lack of demand / No customers due to stay-at-home orders

D. Public health concerns related to your operations

Poll Question 2

In your opinion, what has been the most important cause of disruption 

and loss to your firm as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic?



AND don’t stop imagining. That’s your job.



So what now?

Integrated GRC to the rescue



Integrated GRC

Know your risks

…Think BIGGER



Integrated GRC

Know your risks

(i.e. COVID-19)Move beyond insurable risk



Integrated GRC

Know your risks

Move beyond insurable risk

Operational resilience

How will 
you recover?

DR/BCP



Operational resilience, which describes the ability of a firm 
to withstand an adverse event and continue to provide 
goods and services, is now at the forefront of regulatory 
scrutiny around the world.

Operational Resilience

- Protiviti



Operational Resilience
BCM/DR Operational Resilience

No focus on strategy
and goals

Asset/Dependency 
identification (IT)

Business Impact Analysis

Plan testing infrequent

Governance component
reactive

Focus on strategy
and operations

Broad dependencies
(people, processes, vendors)

Embedded further into 
appetite and tolerance

More frequent and agile

Proactive and reactive
accountability



Integrated GRC

Know your risks

Move beyond insurable risk

Operational resilience

Regulatory Focus

Determine non-
compliance exposure

Prepare for new
regulations



Incorporating Organizational 
Strategies/Goals 

Formulate
long-term
initiatives

Identify how
risks impact

corp strategy

Aggregate risk
exposure by

goals & 
objectives

Report 
meaningful risk 

assessment
data



Velocity Matters: Evaluating the
Speed to the Onset of Our Risks

Did we capture how quickly the impacts of COVID-19 would be felt?

Did this make us re-evaluate how important velocity is?

Are you considering tracking velocity per risk?  How?

What other risks have the ability to quickly impact our operations?



Risk Culture Shift

Risk Assessments: no longer a check-the-box exercise

Where can we introduce risk-based thinking?

Projects

Strategy

Compliance

Products



A. Velocity only

B. Resilience only

C. Both Resilience and Velocity

D. Neither

Poll Question 3

As part of your organization's risk assessment process, are you 

incorporating Velocity and Resiliency into your evaluation measures 

(above Impact and Likelihood)?



The power of integrated GRC…

Start using risk-based thinking with
any and all initiatives.



Questions?


